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This paper studies countable &,-stable, &-categorical structures M which satisfy: 
any strictly minimal set definable in Me9 is indiscernible. The class of all such 
structures will be denoted by 9. Let V denote the class of all countable &,-stable, 
NO-categorical structures. Let L be a finite relational language and Hom(L; w) 
denote the class of all countable stable L-structures whose theories admit 
elimination of quantifiers. Then 
Hom(L; w) E 9 E %. 
Much of the theory developed in [5] for Hom(L; o) is useful for the study of 
91. Indeed, as is shown in Sections 1 and 2, the analysis of a structure in terms of 
nice pairs goes much more smoothly for structures in 9 because we look only at 
nice pairs of infinite dimension. 
In Section 3 we show that structures in 9 which have a finite language are 
uniformly explicitly definable from countable infinite linear orderings. 
In Section 4 we prove a converse and give three characterizations of structures 
in 9 which have a finite language. For example, if M is a countable structure for a 
finite language, M E 9 iff M is stable and M is explicitly definable ‘from Q the 
ordering of the rationals. 
In Section 5 using machinery from [5, 0131 we prove that in fact every M E 9 
admits a finite language. So the results of Sections 3 and 4 apply to every M E 9. 
In order to get this result we first show that for all M E 9, Aut(M) has only a 
finite number of closed normal subgroups. Here r c Sym(X) is closed if for all 
(Y E Sym(X) 
(VY)((Y GX A lY1 < o)+ (38 E r)((Y I Y G /3))+ CK E r. 
We conjecture that some of the main results proved for 9 will turn out to be 
true for the class % also. The methods of Ahlbrandt and Ziegler [l] seem to 
provide some hope of confirming this. We would like to thank both Leo 
Harrington and the referee for pointing out an error in the original version of the 
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proof of Theorem 5.11. We also thank the referee for suggesting other 
corrections and improvements in the presentation. 
1. Indiscernible sets 
Throughout this section let M E 9 and Z E Me9 be an infinite indiscernible set. 
Since M is superstable, if A E Me9 and IAl < w, by [7, III, 3.51 there exists C E Z 
such that Z\C is indiscernible over A U C and ]C] < o. It is easily seen that the 
family of possible sets C is closed under intersection. Thus there is a least such C 
which we denote I-crd(A) (the ‘Z-coordinates of A’). For infinite A c Me9 define 
I-crd(A) = lJ {I-crd(B) : B c A, IBI < w}. 
If, as is often the case, Z may be seen as an element of Meq, then I-crd(A) is the 
same as Z rl acl(A U {I}). Further, if Z is an element of Meq, and J-crd(A) = 0 for 
all but a finite number of conjugates of J under Aut(M), then I-crd(A) = Z rl 
acl(A). 
A family 9 of subsets of Me9 is mutually indiscernible if Z is indiscernible over 
(U 9) \Z for all Z E 9, and strongly mutually indiscernible if for every n E 
Sym(lJ 9) leaving each member of 9 fixed as a set, there exists o E Aut(M) 
inducing x 
Our first lemma is the specialization to the present context of [2, 2.81. 
1.1. Lemma. Zf Z, J E Me9 are strictly minimal, i.e., indiscernible, and O- 
definable, then either {I, J} is a mutually indiscernible family or there is a unique 
O-definable bijection between Z and J. 
1.2. Lemma. If A G Me9 is finite, a E Meq, Z E M”q is indiscernible and {a}- 
definable, then I-crd(A) is ({a} U A)-definable. 
Proof. Let bO, b, E I. M is prime over A U {a, bi} (i < 2). Thus, if 
tp(b, I A U (~1) = Mb, I A U {a>), 
there exists (YE Aut(M) such that a(bO) = b, and A U {a} E Fix(a). Hence 
b,, E I-crd(A) iff bI E I-crd(A). This is sufficient. 0 
The next lemma is the analogue of [5, 10.11 in the context of 9. 
Lemma 1.3. For A G Me9 
I-crd(A) = lJ {I-crd({a}) : a E A}. 
Proof. From the definition of I-crd(A) it is enough to treat the case IAl < o and 
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hence enough to treat the case A = {b, c}. By naming the elements of 
I-crd( { b}) U I-crd( { c}) we can suppose I-crd({b}) = I-crd({c}) = 0. 
First we treat the case in which Z is O-definable. Towards a contradiction 
suppose the conclusion fails. Choose a counterexample with rk(tp(b 10)) least 
possible. Here ‘rk’ refers to Morley rank. Let 
P={xEMcq:tp(x~O)=tp(b~O)}. 
A set A G M’q is strictly rank 1 if A is O-definable, has Morely rank 1, and there is 
a O-definable finite equivalence relation E on A such that the E-classes are strictly 
minimal. 
By the Coordinatization Theorm [2, 4.11 there is a O-definable strictly rank 1 set 
H coordinatizing P. Let u E H-crd({b}). 
If I-crd({a, c}) = 0, by naming a we obtain a counterexample with rk(tp(b 10)) 
less than it was before. Therefore I-crd({u, c}) # 0 and we can replace b by a. 
Hence rk(tp(b ) 0)) = rk(P) = 1. N aming an algebraic element of Me9 we can 
suppose dg(P) = 1. Factoring out any O-definable equivalence relation on P, we 
can suppose P is strictly minimal. Since M E 9, P is an indiscernible set. From 
1.1, Z and P are mutually indiscernible since I-crd( { b}) = 0. 
Let N = (M, c). Then Z and P\acl( {c}) are O-definable indiscernible sets in 
Neq. By hypothesis I-crd,({b}) # 0. Al so, b $acl({c}). Thus Z and P\acl({c}) 
are not mutually indiscernible in N. This contradicts [2, 1.5(i)] and so the lemma 
holds when Z is O-definable. 
In the general case we argue in the same way. Assuming the lemma fails, there 
is a counterexample with A = {b, c}, I-crd({ b}) = I-crd({c}) = 0 and Z- 
crd({b, c}) # 0. Again we can suppose that P = {x E M : tp(b I 0) = tp(x I O)} is 
strictly minimal and hence indiscernible. 
Applying the result to P, 
P-crd(Z) = lJ { P-crd( {d}) : d E Z}. 
Suppose b E P-crd(Z). Then b E P-crd({d}) f or some d E Z, and hence for every 
d E Z since Z is indiscernible over {b}. Therefore 
0 # I-crd({b, c}) E I-crd({c,d}) = {d} 
for all d E Z, contradiction. Hence b $ P-crd(Z). Since I-crd( {c}) = 0 # Z- 
crd({b, c}), b 4 P-crd({c}). Applying the result to P, 
b c$ P-crd(Z U {c}) = P fl acl(Z U {c}). 
Thus tp(b ) Z U {c}) d oes not split over {c}. Hence Z is indiscernible over {b, c} 
since it is indiscernible over {c}. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
2. Nice pairs 
Throughout this section let M E 9 and cp = (q&), ~)r(f)) denote a pair of 
formulas of the language of M with X = x1, x2, x3, x4. We call cp a nice pair for M 
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if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) qo, q1 define equivalence relations Eo, El on a O-definable set D G M*, 
El 5 E,, and D is the solution set of a 2-type. 
(2) 9(cp) sf {C/E, : C E D/E,} . IS a mutually indiscernible family of infinite 
sets. 
If cp, q are nice pairs for M, they are said to be equivalent (written rp zMq) if 
there is a O-definable bijection between lJ 9(q) and lJ S(v). 
Let Q(M) be a set of representatives for the equivalence classes of nice pairs 
for M. Since there are only a finite number of O-definable 4-ary relations on M, 
G(M) is finite. cp e @(M) is called a coordinatization of M if 1 S(q)1 < w. 
For cp E a(M) and A E Meq, define 
cp-crd(A) = lJ {I-crd(A) : Z E 9(q)}. 
2.1. Lemma. Let M E 9 and cp E Q(M). Zf J G Z E 9(q), rc E Sym(.Z), and A = 
{a E M : cp-crd({u}) n .Z = 0}, then there exists a E Aut(M) such that a 1 J = JC and 
A U ((U S(q)) \J) c Fix(a). 
Proof. Since n can be expressed as a, possibly infinite, product of transpositions, 
it is sufficient to treat the case: J = {b,, b,} and n = (bob,). 
Applying Lemma 1.3 to Z we obtain 
(W tp(& bo I A u ((U s(cp))\J)) =Mb,, h I A u ((U 9(rp))\J)). 
Now M is countable, Ho-stable, and X0-categorical. Hence M is prime over B = M 
for any B which is Bo-definable with B. G B and lBol < co. Let B = A U U 9(q). 
Then B is {b,, bi}-definable. Hence M is prime over B. From the uniqueness of 
prime models and (#) there exists LY E Aut(M) such that a(b,) = bl, a(bl) = bo, 
and B\{bo, b,} c Fix(a). This is sufficient. 0 
Recall the definition of nice pair. The members of 9(cp) can be identified with 
the E,-classes. In this sense 9(cp) c Meq. 
2.2. Lemma. Let rp, 9, x E @(M), a E Z E 9(q), and J E S(V). 
(i) Zf q-crd({u}) # 0 and q-crd({Z}) = 0, then cp = q. 
(ii) Zf v-crd({Z}) # 0, then $-crd({u}) = q-crd({Z}) and cp-crd({J}) = 0. 
(iii) Zf q-crd( { I}) # 0 and X-crd( {J}) f 0, then X-crd( {I}) # 0. 
Proof. (i) If Iv-crd({u})l > 1, then Iv-crd({x}) fl v-crd({y})l = 1 is a nontrivial 
O-definable relation on Z, contradiction. Hence Iv-crd({u})l = 1, and there is a 
O-definable map (Y : IJ 9(q)+ IJ S(q) such that q-crd( {a}) = {a(u)}. Since 
v-crd({Z}) = 0, if &(a) E J, then .Z E (Y(Z). Since Z is indiscernible, a(Z) E 9(q) 
and a 1 Z is a bijection between Z and W(Z). Since cr is O-definable, rng(a) = 
U 9(q). Since 9(cp) is a mutually indiscernible family, the mapping of 9”(q) into 
.9(v) induced by a is one-one. Hence cp =,,, $ and so cp = v. 
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(ii) Towards a contradiction suppose 
V-crdW) & V-crd({ZD 
Arguing as in (i), we see that 
I$-crd({a})\q-crd({Z})l= 1 
and that there is a O-definable one-one map (Y : IJ S(q) + LJ S(Q) such that 
$-crd( {a}) \$-crd( {I}) = {LX(U)}. 
Since CK is O-definable, rng(cu) = lJ S(q). Choose b E U 9(q) such that a(b) E 
Q-crd({Z}). If /3 E Aut(M) and Z E Fix(P), then P(b) E &-‘(qr-crd({Z}). Since 
Ia-‘Wcrd({Z))l < w, the mutual indiscernibility of the family 9(q) is con- 
tradicted. Therefore $-crd({a}) = v-crd({Z}). 
Observe that 
U {Q-crd({a}) : aE rp-crd({J))) G acl({J>> f~ U S(q). 
Thus, if q-crd( {J}) # 0, then $-crd( {J}) # 0, contradicting the mutual indiscer- 
nibility of S(Q). Hence rp-crd({J}) = 0. 
(iii) Observe that 
X-crd({Z)) 2 acl({Z>) n U WI 
go U {X-crd(Y) : Y E 9(v) and Y fl v-crd( {I}) # 0}. 
This is sufficient. •i 
There is a natural partial ordering cM of G(M) defined by: 11, <,+,(P if 
q-crd({J}) # 0 for .Z E S(q). From (ii), (iii) the relation cM is antisymmetric and 
transitive. 
2.3. Lemma. Let cp E a(M). The family 9(q) is mutually strongly indiscernible 
over U {U p(q) : 3 E @i(M) \ {rp> and w KM ~1. 
Proof. Suppose ‘1’ E Q(M)\ {rp} and q~ C M rp. Recall that elements of U 9(q) 
are represented by ordered pairs of elements of M. By 2.1 it is enough to show 
that for any bO, b1 E Z E 9(q) and c E.Z E 9(v) there is a representative 
(q,, a,) E M2 of c such that cp-crd({u,, al}) n {b,, b,} = 0. For 2.1 gives (Y E 
Aut(M) such that a(b,) = bI, a(bJ = bO, and 
{a E M : rp-crd({u}) fl {b,, b,} = 0} c Fix(a). 
Thus it is enough to show that q-crd({c}) = 0 for c E lJ 9(q). If not, then, by 
2.2(i), either cp-crd({J}) #0 or q = v. This contradicts our assumption about q~ 
and completes the proof. 0 
2.4. Theorem. Let M E 9, cp E a(M), a E M, and Z E 9(q). 
(0 Z E acl(U {V-crd({O) : tp CM V, II, E @(M))). 
(ii) a E acl(lJ {q-crd( {a}) : 11, E G(M)}). 
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Proof. Let Y c Q(M) be a maximal subset such that, if 11, E Y and .Z E 9(q), 
then .Z E acl(lJ {&crd(.Z) : I/J < ,,, 0, 8 E Y}). We will show first that 
a E acl(lJ {&crd({a}) : 8 E Y}) (a E M) 
and then that Y = G(M). 
Towards a contradiction, suppose the first claim fails. Define an equivalence 
relation E on A4 by 
XEY e ]tp(x I 0) = tpO, I 0) 
&(VO E Y)(e-crd({x}) = &crd({y}))]. 
From the failure of the claim, there is an infinite E-class C. Apply the 
Coordinatization Theorem [2, 4.11 to C seen as a structure in its own right. We 
obtain a coordinatization of C by a strictly rank 1 set HE C”q. Since M E 9, 
Z-Z=Z,lJ... OZ, where Z,, . . . , Zk are indiscernible and are the classes of a 
O-definable equivalence relation. The sets 4 can be seen as subsets of Me4 whose 
members are represented by elements of C2. Let 8 be the family of all subsets of 
Me4 conjugate to Zi. By appropriate choice of H we can ensure that there are 
O-definable equivalence relations Eo, El such that fld(E,) = fld(E1) = D is the 
solution set of a 2-type, El 5 Eo, and 9 = {X/E, :X E D/E,}. Members of 9 can 
be seen as elements of Meq, being identified with E,-classes for this purpose. 
Observe that {C} is {I,}-definable (16 i G k) and 
9 rl acl({C}) = {I,, . . . , Z,}. 
Our aim is to transform 9 into a ‘nice family’ of sets which will yield cp E Q(M) 
contradicting the maximality of Y. To this end we must show that, for Z, J E 9, 
I-crd( {J}) = 0. T owards a contradiction suppose I, .Z E 9 and I-crd({J}) # 0. By 
definition of E, for X = C, and hence also for each X E 9, 
X E acl(lJ { 0-crd( {X}) : 8 E Y}). 
By 1.3 for some 0 E Y there exists b E O-crd({J}) such that I-crd({b}) f 0. 
Without loss of generality we can asume Z = Z1. In the context of the structure C, 
Z-Z has no algebraic elements. Therefore b $ &crd({Z}). Choose 8 and b such that 
8 is <,-maximal. Let b E 2 E S(0). Then I-crd({Z}) = 0. Otherwise we could 
replace b by one of the coordinates of {Z} and thereby contradict the 
<,-maximality of 0. Since b $ Z-crd({Z}), I-crd({b}) # 0, and I-crd({Z}) = 0, by 
1.1 there is an {I, Z}-definable bijection between Z and Z\Z-crd({Z}). Therefore 
b EZ-crd({a}) for some a EC, since ZslJ {acl({a}):a E C}. But b $Z- 
crd( { C}) = Z-crd( {I}) w ic contradicts the fact that &crd({x}) is independent h’ h 
of the choice of x E C. Thus I-crd({J}) = 0 (Z, J E 9). 
From 1.1, for Z, .Z E 3, either {I, .Z} is a mutually indiscernible family or there is 
a unique {I, .Z}-definable bijection between Z and J. These definable bijections 
allow us to find cp E Q(M) such that for every Z E 9 there exists unique 
.Z E 9(cp) O acl({Z}) an d an {I}-definable bijection between Z and J. Also, it is not 
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difficult to check that, if J E 9(q), then 
J E acl(lJ { &crd( {J}) : 8 E Y}). 
By the construction of 9, as a runs through C, cp-crd({a}) takes infinitely many 
different values. Hence cp 4 Y. Therefore q~ contradicts the maximality of 
Y G Q(M). This establishes our first claim, namely, 
(#) a E acl(U {tl-crd({a}) : 8 E Y}) (a E M). 
To finish we show that Y = G(M). Let cp E G(M). Since members of U 9(q) 
are represented by pairs of members of M, by 1.3, rp-crd({u}) # 0 for some 
a EM. From (#) and 1.3 there exist 8 E Y and b E IJ 9(e) such that cp- 
crd({b}) # 0. Ch oose tl and b such that 8 is <,-maximal. Let b E J E S(e). Then 
rp-crd( {J}) = 0. 0th erwise b can be replaced by one of the coordinates of J 
contradicting the <,-maximality of 8. From 2.2(i) cp = $, which completes the 
proof of the lemma. Cl 
We close the section by making two applications of the theory of nice pairs 
which will be needed below. 
2.5. Lemma. Let M E 9 and N be a reduct of M. Then N E 9. 
Proof. From the definitions it is easy to show that N is X,-categorical and 
&-stable. Towards a contradiction suppose that N 4 9. Then in Neq there is a 
strictly minimal set H which is not indiscernible. By naming a finite number of 
elements and replacing M by an extension by definitions of itself, we can suppose 
that H is a O-definable subset of N. Next observe that we can find ui E H (i <n) 
with n arbitrarily large such that, for all rp E Q(M), 
q-crd({ai}) ncp-crd({ui})=@ (i<j<n). 
We choose IZ to exceed the maximum number of coordinates an element of M can 
have and, by thinning a larger set if necessary, we ensure that {ai: i < n} is an 
independent subset of H. By the characterization of X,-categorical strictly 
minimal sets, due independently to Cherlin, Mills, and Zilber, there exists b E H 
such that 
This application of the characterization of strictly minimal sets is not essential, see 
[5, Lemma 8.21 for details. Without loss of generality a, and b have no coordinate 
in common. By 2.1 there are automorphisms of M fixing ui (1 <i <n) and b 
which map a0 to infinitely many different elements. Thus a, has infinitely many 
conjugates over {b} U {Ui: 1 c i <n} in M and hence also in N. But by the 
exchange principle we have 
~0 E acl,({b} U {Ui : 1 G i < n}). 
This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
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2.6. Theorem. Zf M E 9, there exists a totally categorical N E 9 obtained by 
expanding M in a canonical fashion. 
Proof. Choose a family y of pairwise disjoint subsets of X = lJ {lJ 9(q): q E 
G(M)} such that Uy=Xand (YnZl=l for all YESand ZElJ{%((P):(PE 
G(M)}. Let N be defined as a permutational structure by INI = [MI and 
Aut(N) = {(Y E Aut(M) : CT induces a permutation of 9). 
To show that N E 9 we first check that every n E Sym(J-) is induced by some 
LY E Aut(M). Let ;r~ ESym(9) be given. Let qpi (1~ i s k) be an enumeration of 
Q(M) such that 
We say cv E Aut(M) induces n on U 9(qJ if, for each YE y, (Y(Y) rl lJS(cp,) = 
n(Y) II lJ 9(qi). Let m E Aut(M) induce JC on lJ 9(Cpi) for 1 s j < i. Let 
u E Sym(U 9(rpJ) be defined as follows. For any Z E $(cpJ, YE y, and 
b EU 9(cpi) such that Zfl Y = {b}, let {a(a(b))} = n(Y) n a(Z). This fixes u 
uniquely. Note that o fixes each member of 9(cp,) as a set. From 2.3 there exists 
/3 E Aut(M) inducing o and fixing lJ 9(qj) pointwise for each j, 1 <j < i. Now 
Pa E Aut(M) and induces n on lJ $((pi) for 16 j < i. By induction on j there 
exists y E Aut(M) inducing n on IJ 9(Cpi) for all j, 1 s j G k, and hence inducing 
z. Let N be given some appropriate language. There exists rp E G(N) such that 
$(cp) = {I} and there is a bijection between Z and 3 invariant under Aut(N). For 
each q E G(M) and J E $‘I($) there is a {J}-definable bijection K, :J-1. Hence 
every b E LJ S’(Q) has a unique image in I. Moreover, the argument showing that 
Aut(M) induces Sym(9) can be extended to show that 
I-crd({a}) = {K,(b):$ E @i(M), J E 9(v), b EV-crd({a})}, 
where $-crd({a}) is in the sense of M. 
From 2.4(ii), a E acl,(Z-crd({a})) f or all a E M. Moreover, we have a uniform 
finite bound on IZ-crd({a})l as a runs through N, and a uniform finite bound on 
(Cl, where 
C = {x E N: I-crd({x}) = I-crd({a})}. 
Since Z is strongly indiscernible, N is certainly X,-categorical. Since N is the 
uniform algebraic closure of a O-definable strongly minimal set, N is totally 
categorical. Let .Z G Neq be an infinite definable strictly minimal set. By naming 
enough elements in N we can suppose .Z is O-definable. Let b EJ. Then 
I-crd({b}) # 0. Otherwise .Z is finite. If IZ-crd({b})l > 1, then .Z is not strongly 
minimal. If I-crd({b,}) = I-crd({b,}) for distinct bO, bI E J, then there is a 
nontrivial O-definable equivalence relation on .Z, contradiction. Thus there is a 
O-definable bijection between Z and J, which means J is indiscernible. Hence 
NE9. 
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The construction of iV is canonical in the sense that, if % is another family of 
subsets of Meq satisfying the same conditions as Y, then there exists (Y E Aut(M) 
mapping .Y onto %. Cl 
3. Explicit definition of structures from linear orderings 
In this section we observe that each M E 9 which has a finite relational 
language is explicitly definable from an infinite linear ordering and indeed 
uniformly so. Such an explicit definition of M can be seen as a kind of code for 
M. However, we do not know an algorithm for deciding whether a given explicit 
definition yields a structure in 9. To decide whether M E 9 turns out to be the 
same as deciding whether M is stable; this will be made clear in Section 4. At the 
end of this section we mention a similar notion of code for M E 9 which has the 
advantage that the set of codes is easily seen to be recursive. 
An order formula is a quantifier-free formula in the language of linear 
orderings. If N is a linear ordering and n E o, [N]” denotes 
{(a,, . . . , a,)EN”:N~a,<**-<a,}. 
If f is a functional symbol, uCf) denotes the arity of 5 
An explicit definition of a structure from a linear ordering consists of: 
(1) a finite relational language L, 
(2) a finite set 1F of function symbols, 
(3) for each IZ < w, n-ary relation symbol R of L, and n-tuple f = 
cfi,. . . , fn) E F”, an order formula Q),&) with 
I(X) = C {a(J) : 1 C i d n}. 
Let N be a linear ordering and D be an explicit definition as above. In this 
context a simple term is one of the form f (ii), where f E F and ci E [Nlum. We 
define an L-structure M = D(N) as follows. IMI is the set of all simple terms. If R 
is an n-ary relation symbol of L, then 
RM = {cfi(&), . . . , fn(k)> :.f = (fi, . . . , fn) E F”, 
Ci E [N]“c’ (1 c i s n), and N F ~1~,~(tir, . . . , ii,)}. 
The structure M is said to be defined explicitly by ED from the linear ordering N. 
3.1. Theorem. If M E 9 has a finite language, there exists un explicit definition D 
of a structure from u linear ordering such that M = D(N) for every countable 
infinite linear ordering N. 
Proof. Let M E 9 have a finite language. Without loss of generality we can 
assume the language is relational. From 2.5 M can be expanded to a totally 
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categorical structure in 9. The structure obtained in 2.5 is totally categorical and 
in 9 because it is uniformly the algebraic closure of an indiscernible set. Hence 
the totally categorical expansion of M can be found with a finite language. Thus 
we can assume that M is totally categorical and that Z E Me9 is a O-definable 
indiscernible set such that @(M) = {{I}}. 
Let E be the O-definable equivalence relation on M defined by: xEy if 
I-crd({x}) = I-crd({y}). Each E-class has a finite number of coordinates. From 
2.4(ii) the E-classes are finite. There are at most as many kinds of E-class as 
l-types over 0. For each kind of E-class we introduce 12 auxiliary k-ary function 
symbols fi , . . . , fn, where IZ is the cardinality of the E-class and k is the number 
of coordinates of the E-class. Let Z be linearly ordered in an arbitrary fashion. 
Let C be an E-class of the kind being considered and br, . . . , bk be its 
coordinates in increasing order. Let a,, . . . , a, be an arbitrary enumeration of C. 
We set &(b,, . . . , bk) = ai (1 G i s n). The same procedure is followed for all 
E-classes. Different kinds of E-class may have no function symbol in common. 
Let [F be the set of all auxiliary function symbols. 
Let L be the language of M. Let E be the set of all formulas of the form 
eti) = R(gltiI), * * . f gjtij)) 
where R is a relation symbol of L, g,, . . . , gj are auxiliary function symbols, y is 
an initial segment of the list of all individual variables, j$ is a subsequence of J 
(1 <i ~j), and 
rng(J) = IJ {rng(jJ : 1 G i S j}. 
With each 8 = 13(j) E c” we associate the relation 
S(6) = (6 E [Z]‘%V k 8(Q). 
The k-ary relation S on Z is called homogeneous if either [I]“ ES or 
[Ilk fl S = 0. Since % is finite, by Ramsey’s Theorem there is an infinite 
substructure J c Z such that S( 6) 1 J is homogeneous for all 8 E z. The substruc- 
ture of M corresponding to J, i.e., with universe {a E M : I-crd({a}) G .Z}, is 
isomorphic to M. Thus we can suppose that the values of the auxiliary functions 
are chosen so that S(O) is homogeneous for each 8 E s. However the linear 
ordering of Z is no longer arbitrary. 
At this point it is clear that there exist an explicit definition D and a linear 
ordering N = (I, <I) such that M = D(N). Moreover, if J E Z and N’ = (J, <I ( J), 
then M(J) gf D(N’) can be seen as a substructure of M in an obvious way. We 
suppose that ].Z] is large enough so that ]M(.Z)] # 0. Observe that M(J) is the 
substructure of M such that 
IM(J)l = {a E M :I-crd,({u}) EJ}. 
Further, M(J) = M rl acl,,,#). From now on we restrict attention to the substruc- 
tures M(J) with ].Z] finite. Recall that Z is indiscernible in M. Hence, if 
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JO E .Zr c_,, I, then the isomorphism type of the structure (M(.Z,), U), where U is a 
new unary predicate picking out M(.Z,), is determined by (I.&l, l.Z1l). We can look 
at A4 as lJ {M(.Z,):i < o}, where Ji E.Z~+~ &=,,,I for i < CO, and limi.Zi = I. From 
this perspective it is clear that the isomorphism type of D((Z, <[)) does not 
depend on the particular linear ordering <I provided that 111 = K,,. This completes 
the proof. 0 
We shall now develop a notion of code for structures in 9 which is suggested 
by the above proof. Let D be an explicit definition of a structure from a linear 
ordering and [F be the set of auxiliary function symbols used in ED. An 
isomorphism scheme for D is a mapping 
S:{(f, i):f ELF and l<i<aCf)}+[F 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
(1) a(aCf, 9) = 4.0. 
(2) f #g+ WA i) f h(g, i). 
(3) Let N = (I, <) and N’ = (I, <) be linear orderings, b E Z be <-maximal, 
and < and < agree on Z\(b). Let M, M’ denote D(N), D(N’) respectively. Let a 
be the map: 
f (c)M *f ($w (f E E, E E I\(b)), 
f@, b, %~g@, 2, b)iw (f~ff, d, FEZ\(~), d</kt?,g= Scf, l(a)+ 1)). 
Then LY is an isomorphism of M and M’. 
We make three observations about isomorphism schemes. Firstly, the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 can be extended to yield an explicit definition ID for which there is 
an isomorphism scheme 6. This extension is straightforward, so we do not give 
details. Secondly, if D is an explicit definition which has an isomorphism scheme 
6, then the isomorphism type of D(N) is the same for all infinite linear orderings 
N. To see this note that, if N = (I, <) is a linear ordering and N’ = (I U {b}, <) is 
a linear ordering which is a one-point extension of N, then the isomorphism type 
of the pair (D(N’), D(N)) depends only on N, i.e., how b cuts (I, <) does not 
affect the isomorphism type of D(N’) over D(N). Here, of course, D(N) is seen 
as the obvious substructure of D(N’). In the next section we shall see that, 
whenever the isomorphism type of D(N) is the same for all infinite linear 
orderings, then ED(N) E 9. Thirdly, given an explicit definition D, with [F as its set 
of auxiliary function symbols, and a mapping 
S:{cf, i):f E[F and l~i~aCf)}+lF, 
we can tell effectively whether 6 is an isomorphism scheme for ID. 
We conclude that the pairs (ED, 6), with D an explicit definition and 6 an 
isomorphism scheme for D, can serve as codes for structures in 9. Since we can 
tell effectively whether a given explicit definition D has an isomorphism scheme, 
explicit definitions by themselves can serve as codes for structures in 9. Some 
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questions of effectivity remain open. For example, given two codes (ED,, 8,) and 
(ED,, 6,), can we tell whether they are codes for the same structure? 
The considerations of this section give us an easy way to see that, if M E 9 has 
a finite language, and IZ < o is sufficiently large, then the isomorphism type of M 
can be recovered from the isomorphism type of M(n) the n-th canonical 
approximation of M. Below we explain this claim more precisely. 
Let M E 9 have finite language L. Let M’ be the canonical expansion of M to a 
totally categorical structure (from 2.6) and Z be the indiscernible set coordinatiz- 
ing M’. Choose .Z E Z such that I.Z] = IZ < w and define M(n) to be the substructure 
of M with universe {a E M :I-crd&{a}) c.Z}. It is easily shown that the 
isomorphism type of M(n) does not depend on the choice of M’ and .Z. Further, 
lim Th(M(n)) = Th(M). 
n+== 
Looking at the proof of 3.1 we see that the Gijdel number of the definition D, 
defining M explicitly from an infinite linear ordering is bounded in terms of two 
parameters 
i = max{ 1 Cl : C is an E-class}, 
j = max{(Z-crd,.({a})l :a EM}. 
There are obvious algorithms for computing i and j from the isomorphism type of 
M(n) which give the right answer provided n is sufficiently large. We say that an 
explicit definition D, of an L-structure from an infinite linear ordering, is 
consistent with M(n) if the Gijdel number of D is less than the bound computed 
from M(n), and D gives back M(n). If D is consistent with M(n) for all 
sufficiently large n < w, then D is a uniform explicit definition of M from a linear 
ordering. Hence, if it < o is sufficiently large, then any D consistent with M(n) 
will define M for us. This completes the proof of: 
3.2. Theorem. Let L be a finite relational language. There is a l-l mapping Ju 
whose domain is a subset of the isomorphism types of finite L-structures such that, 
for any infinite L-structure M E 9, &(Iso(M(n))) = &o(M) for all suficiently 
large n. 
Notation. Iso denotes the isomorphism type of M. 
4. The characterization theorem 
There are at least two ways to characterize the structures in 9. One is in terms 
of complete rank, the other in terms of definability from linear orderings. 
Let M be o-categorical, A c Me9 be finite, and p E S,(A). Define crkw(p) = 
CR@, 2), where CR@, A) is the complete rank defined in [7, p, 551. Define 
crk(M) = sup{crk&) :p E &(A), A s M, [A( < CO). 
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4.1. Lemma. Zf M E 91, then crk(M) < cr). 
Proof. If p E &(A) and q = p ( 0, then crk,+&) 6 crk,(q). Thus it suffices to prove 
crk,&) < w for all p E S,(0). This is established by induction on rk(p) simul- 
taneously for all M E 9. In the induction step we apply the Coordinatization 
Theorem (see [2,4.1]) to B, the solution set of p in M. The argument is similar to 
the proof of Lemma 4.5 in [6]. The details are left to the reader. q 
4.2. Lemma. Let M be a structure in %\9 such that IMI = H CI [HI*, where His a 
O-definable strictly minimal set and [HI* denotes the set of unordered pairs of 
members of H. Then crk(M) 3 w. 
Proof. Let p E S,(0) be the type of which the solution set is H. We claim that 
crk,(p) 3 o. Let {aO, a,, a2, a3, . . . , a*_*, a2n-1} be an independent subset of 
H of size 2n. For (J E “2, let A(o) denote the set of all a E H fl acl({a,+,(,): i < 
n}) such that a rj acl(X) for any X 5 {a2i+o(i) : i < n}. For t E ““2, let A(z) denote 
{A(o): ZG o, a~“2). Let C= {{a,,, aI}, {a*, a3}, . . . , {a2n_2, a2n_1}}. Observe 
that A(z) is the solution set of a type p= E &(C U {a2i: i <Z(t)}). The extensions 
pz of p witness that crk,(p) 3 n. This is enough. 0 
From 4.1 and 4.2 we infer that M E 9 iff crk(N) < w for every extension by 
definitions N of M. Next we state three lemmas which yield two characteriza- 
tions of 9 in terms of definability from linear orderings. For the rest of the 
section let Q, Z denote the structures formed by the rational numbers and the 
integers respectively with their usual orderings. 
A structure M is said to have the dense order property if there exist n < o, a 
formula q(3, jr) with f(j) = Z(j) = n, and n-tuples & EM (x E Q) such that 
M t= q(iix, a,,) iff x <y (x, y E Q). 
4.3. Lemma. Z does not have the dense order property. 
Proof. This is striaghtforward using the well-known elimination of quantifiers for 
Th(Z). We leave the details to the reader. Cl 
Recall that a pseudoplane is a structure for the language of one binary relation 
symbol Z satisfying the following axioms: 
vx (3Y (Z(& Y) v z(Y, xl) A l@Y G, Y 1 A 3Y KY, xl)), 
VX(3YZ(X,Y)~3”YZ(X,Y). ~.~Y~O,~)~~“Y~cy,~)), 
VX VJ’ (X # y A 32 1(X, 2) A 32 z(J’, 2). - 3-Z (1(X, 2) A z(J’, Z))), 
tlx VJ’ (X f J’ A 32 z(Z, X) A 32 z(Z, J’). ---, 3-Z (I(& X) A &Z, y))). 
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The elements satisfying 3y Z(X, y) are called ‘points’ and those satisfying 
3y Z(y, x) are called ‘lines’. The axioms say: every element of the universe is a 
point or a line, no element is both a point and a line, there are infinitely many 
lines through each point and dually, and through two distinct points there are at 
most a finite number of lines and dually. 
Before proceeding let us note that, if M is a structure obtained from Q by 
naming a finite number of elements, then a copy of M is definable in Q without 
parameters. Thus any structure definable in Q is definable without parameters. 
Another convenient property of Q, the proof of which we also leave to the 
reader, is: 
4.4. Lemma. Zf a E C!fq, then a E acl(Q n acl({a}))). 
For a E Qeq we write crd({a}) for Q f~ acl({a}) and call the members of 
crd({a}) the ‘coordinates’ of a. 
4.5. Lemma. (1) No pseudoplune is definable in Q. 
(2) No afine or projective strictly minimal structure is definable in Q. 
Proof. (1) Towards a contradiction suppose a pseudo-plane P is definable in Q. 
We can suppose that P is defined without parameters. Choose a E P (a point or 
line) with Icrd({u})l as large as possible. Suppose a is a point. There are infinitely 
many distinct lines {bi : i < w} through a. For a particular extension by definitions 
of Q, the algebraic closure of a finite set is finite since the structure is 
w-categorical. Thus, from 4.4, the equivalence relation crd({bi}) = crd({b,}) has 
no infinite classes. Bv deleting some of the b; if necessarv we can suppose 
crd({bi}) # crd({bi}) whenever i #j. By choice of u, Jcrd({bi})l G Icrd({u})l 
(i < CO). Hence, thinning {bi: i < CO} again if necessary, there exists r E crd({u})\ 
IJ {crd({bi}) :i < o}. F or each n < o, by moving r slightly in Q we find another 
point a’ which also lies on all the lines bi (i < n). This contradicts the 
o-categoricity of P. 
(2) Towards a contradiction suppose that a projective strictly minimal structure 
H is definable in Q. Choose a E H such that Icrd({u})l is as large as possible. 
Applying a suitable automorphism of Q we can move a to b E H such 
crd({u}) rl crd({b}) = 0. Let c E acl,({u, b})\(acl,({u}) U acl,({b})). Since 
a E acl,({b, c}) and b E acl,({u, c}) the same is true in Qeq. By choice of 
a and b, Icrd({u}) U crd({b})l > Icrd({c})l. Without loss of generality 
crd({u}) & crd({b}) U crd({c}). Th’ 1s contradicts a E acl({b, c}) by 4.4. Since in 
every affine strictly minimal structure the corresponding projective structure can 
be defined, the proof is complete. 0 
Before stating the next theorem, which lists some properties characteristic of 
structures in 9, we need some new terminology. 
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Recall from [7, III, 61 that Me9 is a multisorted structure. N is an extension by 
definitions of M if it is obtained by adjoining to M a finite number of the sorts 
from Meq. In such a structure ]M( is O-definable, no new structure is imposed on 
M, and INI is the definable closure of jM(. 
M is uniformly explicitly definable if there is an explicit definition D such that 
M = D(N) for all countably infinite linear orderings N. 
4.6. Theorem. Let M be a countable structure for a finite language. The following 
are equivalent: 
(1) ME 9. 
(2) M is u-categorical and crk(N) -C o for every extension by definitions N of 
M. 
(3) M is stable and there is an explicit definition ED, of a structure from a linear 
ordering, such that M = D(Q), where Q is the usual ordering of the rationals. 
(4) M is uniformly explicitly definable from all infinite linear orderings. 
Proof. 9 is closed under extensions by definitions. Therefore (1) + (2) by 4.1. 
From 4.2, (2) 3 (1). From 3.1, (1) + (4). To complete the proof we shall show 
that (4) + (3) and (3) 3 (1). 
Let D be an explicit definition such that M = D(N) for every infinite linear 
ordering N. Taking N = Q, we see M is w-categorical. If M is unstable, some 
countable model of Th(M) has the dense order property. Hence, if M is unstable, 
M itself has the dense order property. But M = D(Z) and so, by 4.3, M does not 
have the dense order property. We conclude that M is stable, i.e., (4) 3 (3). 
Now suppose M = D(Q) is stable. By 4.5(l) no pseudoplane is definable in M. 
Hence M is o-stable by [4]. By 4.5(2) all strictly minimal sets definable in M are 
indiscernible, i.e., M E 9. Therefore (3) + (1). 
5. Structures in 9 admit a tinite language 
Our aim is to show that for every M E 9 there are a finite number of 
O-definable relations on M which determine Aut(M). In order to obtain this 
theorem (5.9) we carry out a detailed analysis of Aut(M) which enables us to 
show (5.8) that Aut(M) has only a finite number of closed normal subgroups. 
The idea of the analysis is the same as that exploited in [5, Lemma 13.31 for 
homogeneous structures. One of the key lemmas (5.1) is proved in a manner 
reminiscent of recent work of Ahlbrandt and Ziegler, see [l] and the earlier [8]. 
We wish to recall some notation for permutation groups which will be useful in 
this section. If G 6 Sym(2) and 
then G(Y) denotes the pointwise stabilizer of Y in G, and, if X E Z, then G 1 X 
denotes the subgroup of Sym(X) induced by G({X}). 
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Throughout this section M is assumed to be an infinite structure in 9. Let C be 
an orbit of Aut(M) on [MI such that rk(C) = rk(M). It follows from 2.4 that there 
exists a coordinatization 2 of M such that X-crd({a}) # 0 (a E C). For simplicity 
we assume that [9(x)1 = 1 and we denote the unique member of 9(x) by H. At 
the end of the section we indicate how the arguments are to be modified when 
I%dl > 1. 
If X, YE M, then by Aut,(X I Y) we denote the subgroup of Sym(X) induced 
by the pointwise stabilizer of {X} U Y in Aut(M). 
By crd({a}) we mean X-crd({a}) = H rl acl({a}). Let e denote 
max{)crd({a}l : u E M}. Initially, we identify H with o. 
For it < o and s E o \n with IsJ c e, define 
A(n, s) = {x E M :s s crd({x}) G n Us}, 
A[n,s]=U{A(n,t):t~~}, 
A{n,s}=U{A(n,t):t~o\n, Itl~Js(,t#s}. 
Also, for each finite s E w, define 
A(s) = {x E M : crd({x}) = s}. 
Induction Hypothesis (IH). For all N E 9 with (rk, dg)(N) < (rk, dg)(M), 
Aut(N) has a finite number of closed normal subgroups. 
5.1. Proposition. Assuming IH, there exists n < w such that for all s E o \n with 
IsI Se Aut,(A(n, s) I A[n, s]) = Aut,(A(n, s) ( A{n, s}). 
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction there is no such IZ. Each 12 fails through a 
particular value of IsI se. Let h be least possible such that infinitely many 12 fail 
through s with 1s I = h and let no < IZ~ < n2 < - . . be the corresponding values of n. 
Henceforth identify H with {i E On: i < w + h} so that each ni fails through 
s = {w, 0 + 1, . . . ) o + (h - l)}, which is to be the fixed meaning of s from now 
on. 
The finite subsets of o are well-ordered as follows. Identify each t c w with the 
strictly increasing sequence r such that t = rng(t); then order the sequences 
lexicographically. 
We partition A(n, s) into sets A(s U t), where t c_ n and Is U tl S e and arrange 
the pieces A(s U t) according to the ordering of the t’s. Let G, c Got 
Sym(A(n, s)). Observe that G1 < Go if and only if, for some t E n with It( e e - h, 
we have 
G(B(n, s, t)) 14s U 4 < Go(B(n, s, t)) 14s U t), 
where 
B(n, s, t) = LJ {A(s U u) : u E n, Iu( 6 e - h, u < t}. 
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We apply this principle with 
Go = Aut,(& s) I A[n, sl), 
and we let 
G[n, s, t] = G,(B(n, s, t)) I A@ U 4 G{n, S, t} = G,(B(n, S, t)) 1 A(s U t). 
Note that G1 < G,, because A[n, S] &A{n, s}. Thus, if G1 < G,, then there exists 
a least t such that G{n, s, t} < G[n, s, t]. 
For each i < o let ti be least Such that G[n,, s, ti] > G{ni, S, ti}. By thinning the 
sequence ( ni : i < co) we can suppose that ltil = 1 for all i. Let Ci = {ti,i :i < 1}, 
where ti,j < ti,j+l for all i < I- 1. Thinning further, we can suppose that ti,o < ti+i,o 
and fi,j+i - fi,j c ti+l,j+l - ti+l,j for all i < w and i < 1 - 1. The purpose of this is as 
follows. For i < k, and m with ni 6 m C nk, let F : m * nk be a l-l map such that 
X H tk,o - ti,O +X (X c ti,o)t 
xHtfk,j+l-ti,j+l+X (ti,j<X~ti,j+l,i<I-l). 
The existence of such F is clear by inspection. The property we shall need later is: 
(#) F I ti is increasing, F(ti) = tk, and for all u E m, u < ti implies F(u) < tk. 
Let Mi be the structure defined by letting lMil = A(s U ti) and AUt(Mi) be 
Note that Mi E 9. We single out certain isomorphisms between Mi and Mk. Let 
& E Aut(M) induce an order-preserving bijection from ti to tk. Then a induces an 
isomorphism of Mi and Mk as permutation structures. If y is another possibility 
for (Y, then a-‘y l Aut(MJ. Thus, if G a Aut(M,), then cu-‘Ga aAut(Mi) 
depends only on G and not on the choice of LY. For any G 4 AUt(Mk) we can 
speak of the corresponding normal subgroup of Aut(Mi). 
Notice that G[ni, s, ti] U Aut(Mi), because by 2.1 every p E AUt(Mi) is induced 
by LY E Aut(M) which fixes H pointwise. To finish the proof we shall show that for 
all sufficiently large k, G[nk, S, tk] corresponds to a proper subgroup of 
G[ni, S, ti]. Since G[n,, S, ti] > G{ni, S, ti} there exist 30, ci E Mi, 
6 E IJ {A@ U u) : u s ni, IuI s e - h, u < t,} 
and 15 E A{n,, s} such that &, tii are conjugate under the action of G[n,, s, ti], and 
Z&c, a16E are not conjugate in M,. If m >n, is large enough so that 
crd(rng(c)) c s U m, then E E A[m, s]. Therefore G[Q, s, ti] > G[m, S, tl]. For any 
k such that m C nk we see from (#) that the normal subgroup of Aut(Mi) 
corresponding to G[nk, s, tk] is properly included in G[n,, s, ti]. This completes 
the proof of 5.1, because (rk, dg)(Mi) < (rk, dg)(M) by the way x was chosen. 0 
Our next task is to prepare for the proof of the main result of this section. Fix 
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12 < w satisfying the conclusion of 5.1. We change notation as follows. Let H be 
identified with o + it = { 0, 1, . . . } U {w, w + 1, . . . , w + (n - 1)). Let 
A(s) = {x E M:s G crd({x}) GS U ((co + n)\w)}, 
Abl=lJMb~~~), 
A(s) = U {A(t) : t c w, ItJ 6 IsI, t #s} 
for all s G o, with IsI G e. 
Let [w]” denote the set of all subsets of o of size se. An easy consequence of 
Proposition 5.1 is the following 
5.2. Proposition. Let a E Sym( IM]), 0 e Sym(w), and S E [CD]“” satisfy: for all 
s ES, 
and 
o(A(t)) = A(+)) (t c s) 
(3P E AuW)) (a I A(s) UA[s] G B). 
Then there exists f3 E Aut(M) such that p I w = o and a: 1 A(s) U A[s] G j3 for all 
s E s. 
We leave the proof to the reader. Next we choose maps jrd, :A(lsl)-+ A(s) and 
JG,,:A(s)+A(~) by induction on IsI for all s, t G w with IsI = ItI se. We let 
nsr = ~9;‘. It remains to choose JC~. For i < e let nn, be the identity on A(i). For 
O< i se, by induction on i, we define JG~ for all s # i with IsI = i, and 
simultaneously prove the following. 
5.3. Proposition. Let i 6 e. For all finite u, v E o with (u] = Iv I there exists 
CY E Aut(M) such that a: I u is increasing, a(u) = v, and cx I A(w) = JC,,,,(,,,) for all 
wsu with IwlGi. 
We shall not prove this in detail. To find JC~ apply 5.3, for i - 1 instead of i, 
with u = Is( and v = s, to get (Y E Aut(M). Let n# = (Y IA(lsl). The verification of 
5.3 for i is straightforward using 5.2. A similar situation is discussed more fully in 
[5, p. 1291, where the map a(u, V) corresponds to the present JC,. 
Suppose we consider a different ordering < of o. What maps can play the role 
of the JG~~ with respect to <? To make this more precise we say that the maps 
~~76:~:A(s)+A(t) satisfy 5.2 for < if the conclusion of 5.2 holds with (Y I u 
<-increasing and R&,) for JC,,(,). We can obtain suitable maps 36:, as follows. 
5.4. Proposition. There exist maps oe E Sym(A(i)) (i 6 e, f3 E Sym(i)) with the 
following property. Let (CO, <) be any linear ordering of CO. Let fs, g, : Is I + s be the 
unique increasing, <-increasing respectively, maps (s E w, IsI G e). Define ni = 
aop, where P =f;k E Sydbl), and define JC~, = JG:(~:)-~ (s, t E CO, IsJ = ItJ se). 
Then the maps nl, satisfy 5.2 for <. 
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As with 5.3 we shall not give details because essentially the same ground has 
been covered in [5, p. 1301, where the map a0 is denoted ys. 
The maps JCS allow us to construct various new structures from the given 
structure M. One example is the structure M* defined as follows. Let P E H be a 
finite initial segment of 0 of size >e. Let 
I&f*I=lJ{A(s):s~Pand lsl<e} 
and 
Aut(M*) = {y ) IM*( : y E Aut(M), H G Fix(y), and 
(Vs E P),~,,,(Y I A(s) = arG’)>. 
The information we want about M* is summarized in the following: 
5.5. Proposition. (i) For each k G e 
Aut,.(A(k) I A[k]) = Aut,(A(k) I A[k] U H). 
(ii) M* E 9. 
(iii) (rk, dg)(M*) < (rk, dg)(M). 
Proof. (i) Fix k =s e and E E Aut(M) such that A[k] U H = Fix(a). By induction 
on i we will construct q E Aut(M) for k s i s e + 1 such that 
H c Fix(ai) (k s i 6 e + l), 
CUE I A(S) = nsLyi;TG,l (kSiSe+l, Isl<i,sGw) 
and 
ai+l I A(s) = ai I A(s) (k siSe,scw, and Isl<iors=i). 
To start the induction we let & = a. 
Suppose that k 6 i se and that Cui is given satisfying the first two of the three 
conditions listed above. We will show how to find aiui+i* Define y E Sym(B), 
where B = IJ {A(u): u c o, IuJ 6 i), as follows: y I A(U) = pi I A(U) (U E O, 
Iu( <i) and y I A(U) = n,(YiJG,l (u c co, Iu( = i). It is enough to show that there 
exists 6 E Aut(M) such that y G 6, because then we can take ai+i = 6. We obtain 
6 by applying 5.2 with S = [oli. To verify the hypothesis of 5.2 fix s E o with 
IsI = i. From 5.3 there exists p E Aut(A4) such that /3 I i is increasing, /3(i) = s, and 
/3 I A(w) = JT,,,~(,,,) for all w E i. 
Claim. pa#-’ and y agree on A(s) U A[s]. 
To check this, note that 
(pa@-‘) I A(s) = ~idiS(i)ainiS~i) = JThaiUiJGE1 = nsaiuiJc;‘= y I A(s) 
and that, if w c i and /3(w) = u E s, then 
(pa@-‘) I A(V) = JG,E~JC~ = Jcvn,‘ain,n;’ = LJT~JC~~(JT~CU~~C,‘)JCCWJG;~ 
=?C~ff$;‘= aj I A(v) = y ( /i(v). 
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Since @$-’ E Aut(M), the claim verifies the hypothesis of 5.2 and so confirms 
that suitable czi+1 exists. This completes the induction. 
It is easy to see that LY,+~ 1 M* E Aut(M*) and that (~e+~ and a agree on 
A(k) U A[k]. Thus a6+1 witnesses that (Y (A(k) is in Aut,.(A(k) 1 A[k]) as 
required. 
(ii) This is similar to the proof that NE 9 in 2.6. Let q E @(M)\(X). Recall 
that elements of lJ F(q) are the classes of a O-definable equivalence relation 
whose field is a subset of M2. An element b E U F(q) is deemed to be in (M*)“q 
if b n (M*)2 # $3. 
Let 
3 = U (1: (~CP)(CP E @W)\{x>, 1E F(q), and x-crd({l}) E P}. 
By the transitivity of algebraic closure, if a E M*, 9 E Q(M)\ {x}, Z E F(q), and 
Z n cp-crd({a}) # 0, then X-crd({Z}) G P. Hence all coordinates of elements of M* 
are in U 3. From 2.2(i) and (ii), if b EZE %, then X-crd({b}) = X-crd({Z}), 
whence b E (II~*)“~. Thus lJ % c (M*)“q. With each Z E 3 we associate s(Z) = P rl 
X-crd({Z}), and we say that Z is represented in A(s) just if s =s(Z). Note that 
(s(Z)1 G e because s(Z) E X-crd({a}) f or each a E M* which has a coordinate in I. 
Provided IZ from Proposition 5.1 is chosen large enough, b E Z E % implies that 
b f~ A@(Z)) # 0. This means that the indiscernibility of Z is witnessed by the 
restrictions to A@(Z)) of automorphisms of M. If Z E 3 is represented in A(s), 
then there is an obvious way to extend JC;~ to Z, and n;l(Z) E Ce is represented in 
Nsl). 
Let r be a partition of X = lJ 3 into transversals of the family 3, which 
respects M* in the following sense: if Y E 3 and Z E 99 is represented in A(s), then 
Y fl n;l(Z) = rc;l(Y fl I). Let Ed E Sym(y) be given. Call y E Aut(M) admissible if 
H E Fix(y) and y I A(s) = ~c~yrt;~ for all s G o with (s] s e. 
Claim. There exists an admissible y E Aut(M) which induces Ed. 
To prove the claim notice that we can confine attention to 
3* = {I E % : (3 G e) (I is represented in A(k))} 
because, if Z is represented in A(s), then Jc,-l induces a bijection between Z and 
n;l(Z) E %* and the bijection is preserved by admissible y in the sense that the 
diagram 




n;‘r(z) A Y(Z) 
commutes. In other words, if the maps y I Z (I E %*) are all consistent with y 
inducing n, then y induces z 
For kse, define %~={ZE%*:S(Z)=~} and -+ on 3: by: Z<,.Z if Z has a 
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coordinate in some conjugate of J. By induction on k, for k c e we shall find 
admissible yk E Aut(M) such that 
(1) if k <e, then yk 1 (A(k) U A[k]) E Yk+l; and 
(2) yk ) I is consistent with 3r for all I E Ce:. 
Fix k s e and suppose yk-_l is given, taking y-l = idM when k = 0. In 
preparation for the construction of yk enumerate 9: in a transfinite sequence 
(Zi : i < g) such that i < j implies Zi <:k 4. By transfinite induction we define 
admissible automorphisms &, i < E, satisfying: 
(a) 4 = Y~-~. 
(b) For i < 5, 
A[k] G {a E A(k) U A[k] : &(ZJ-crd({a}) = 0} G Fix(6i+16zT1). 
(c) If i < f and Lim(i), then limj_,(Sj 1 A(k) U A[k]) exists and is extended by 
6i. 
(d) 6,+1 (4 is consistent with JG. 
We now explain how to find &+I given 6i. Since & is admissible, J = Si(Zi) is 
also in 3:. Let B denote {u EA(k) UA[k] :.Z-crd({a}) = 0}. If u cA[k] has a 
coordinate in J, then k c x-crd( {J}) c X-crd({a}), a contradiction. Hence A[k] G 
B. From 2.1 .Z is strongly indiscernible over B U H. Hence there exists 
a: E Aut(M) with B U H s Fix(a) and ((YSi) ( Zi consistent with n. From (i) there 
exists admissible p agreeing with LY on A(k) U A[k]. Let 6i+i = PSi. This choice of 
6i+1 certainly satisfied (b) and (d). 
Consider i < c such that Lim(i). Fix a E A(k). If 6j+l(U) # &j(U), then a has a 
coordinate in 4. Since a has only a finite number of coordinates, lim+, di(u) 
exists. If j <h < i, then 4 Q: k Zh, whence S,(J) 4: k &(Z,,). It follows by induction 
on h that 6,(J) = S,(4) for all h, j G h <i. If ~,T,!~(u) # s,:‘(u), then a has a 
coordinate in Sj(4). Since a has only a finite number of coordinates, limj_i s,:‘(u) 
exists. Hence 6; gflimj_i(Sj I A(k) UA[k]) E Sym(A(k) UA[k]). From the uni- 
queness of prime models Sj extends to an automorphism of M. From (i) Si 
extends to an admissible automorphism 6i. 
Suppose i <j < c$. Then Zi 4: k 4, whence si(h) < k &j(J)= It follows by induction 
on j that Sj 1 Zi = 6i+1 IZi for all j, i <j s f. Therefore 6, I Zi is consistent with JC, 
and so we can take yk = 6,. Now yk G ye for all k s e, whence ye 1 Z is consistent 
with z for all Z E %*. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Let N* be the permutation structure obtained by letting IN*1 = IM*l and 
Aut(M*) consist of all automorphisms of M* which induce permutations of 3. 
The situation is reminiscent of the proof of 2.6. At this point we do not know 
whether M* and N* are &-categorical. However, there is an obvious way to 
construe these structures as relational ones rather than permutational ones if we 
wish. 
In (N*)‘q there is a O-definable indiscernible set I* such that for each .Z E 93 
there is a unique {J}-definable bijection K, :J+ I*. As in the proof of 2.6 we see 
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that 
(#) I*-crd({a}) = {K,(b):J E 9, b EJ-crd({a})}, 
where J-crd({a}) is in the sense of M. One can also see that there are uniform 
finite bounds for I*-crd({a})l and 
1(x EN* :I*-crd({x}) = I*-crd({a})}l 
as a runs through N*. It follows that N* is totally categorical. Since M* is a 
reduct of N*, M* E 9. 
(iii) We continue the notation from the proof of (ii). Recall that x was chosen 
to coordinatize C an orbit of M such that rk,(C) = rk(M). Now M \C E A(0) c 
M*. From (i) Aut&A(O) 10) = AutM(A(0) ( H), and from 2.1 Aut,,,,(A(O) ( H) = 
Aut,(A(O) I H\o). It follows that A(0) has the same definable subsets in M* as 
in M, whence rk(A(0)) is the same whether we compute it in M * or in M. 
Looking at X-coordinates it is clear that rkM(C nA(0)) < rk,(C). Thus it is 
sufficient to show that rk,.(M*\A(O)) < rk(M), and since M* is a reduct of N* it 
is enough to prove rk,(N* \A(O)) < rk(M). 
For any structure M E 9, any orbit C EM, and a E C, rkM(C) is equal to the 
total number of coordinates of a. In the present case elements of N*\A(O) are all 
in the orbit C of M, but fall into a number of different orbits in N*. Each of these 
elements has at least one X-coordinate in M which does not count in N*. From 
(#) it follows that a E N*\A(O) has fewer coordinates in N* than in M. This 
means that rk,.(N* \A(O)) < rk,(C), which completes the proof of the proposi- 
tion. 0 
The maps 5 can also be used to ‘stretch’ the structure M. If (I, <) is any 
linear ordering extending (w, <) with Z tl ((0 + n)\w) = 0, then we can find 
MI t M such that HI = Z U ((w + n)\w) c MFq corresponds to H E Meq and 
M = {x E M,:crd,,({n}) c H}. M oreover, the choice of n,, n,, made above can 
be extended to all finite s, t s Z with IsI = ItI se such that JC~~ = JC$;I and the 
obvious extension of 5.3 holds. 
The main focus of our attention are the closed normal subgroups of Aut(M). 
Our first observation tells us about those which act nontrivially on H. 
5.6. Proposition. Let G 4 Aut(M) be closed. Either G jixes H pointwise, or G 
induces, Sym(H). In the latter case G is uniquely determined by G I A(@ the group 
induced by G on A(0). 
Proof. The subgroup of Sym(H) induced by G is normal in Sym(H) and so is 
either trivial or has closure Sym(H). We consider the latter case. Fix arbitrary 
(Y E Aut(M ) A(@)) an d m < w. From 2.1 there exists p E Aut(M) such that PLY 
fixes H\(m U a(m)) pointwise and /3 I A(s) = id,,,, for all s c a(m) with 1.~1 c e. 
From 5.1 there exists y E Aut(M I H) such that y I A(s) = id,,,, for all s c a(m) 
with IsI < e, and y/3& ( A(s) = id,,,, for all s c H\(m U a(m)) with IsI s e. Choose 
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6 E G such that 6(i) = i + max(m U a(m)) for all i Cm, and s(i) = i for all i, 
wsi<o+n. Let E=$LY. Then 
(ES- ?%) 1 A(s) = E 1 A(s) = a 1 A(s) 
for all s E m with IsI c e. Clearly, ~6 -I -‘6 E G. Since G is closed, (Y E G. Thus E 
Aut(M 1 A(O)) s G, which means that G is determined by G I A(0). At the same 
time it is clear that G induces Sym(H). 0 
From now on let G 4 Aut(M) d enote a closed subgroup fixing H pointwise. If 
we stretch M with respect to H, there is a corresponding way to stretch G. Let 
(Z, <) be an infinite extension of (w, <) and MI be as above. We have: 
5.7. Proposition. There is a unique closed normal subgroup GI s Aut(M,) such 
that G = GI ( M. 
Proof. Since every finite subset of Z is mapped into H by some automorphism of 
M,, there is at most one closed G1 a Aut(M,) such that G = G1 I M. The existence 
of such G1 is not so obvious. Notice that the ordering of Z plays no role here. 
Define GI c Sym(lM,I) to consist of all permutations y of lMrl such that for all 
finite A E [MI1 there exist (Y E Aut(M,) and p E G with a(A) L M and cu-‘/3a fl 
A2 = y IIA*. It is easy to see that GI is a group and that, if y E GI and 
r(lW = Wit th en y I [Ml E G. To complete the proof we shall show that every 
y E G extends to yr E G1. Since the proof is tedious, we give only a sketch. The 
idea is to extend y in stages. 
If rp E Q(M), the corresponding family 9(rp) of subsets of M’q is called a nice 
family. The members of 9(rp) can themselves be regarded as elements of Meq. 
Let 9[(q) denote the corresponding family of subsets of (MI)“q. We adjoin to MI 
the set 
(*I U {%(rc) : v E @(WI U U {U %;i(rp) : cp E @(WI. 
Simultaneously, we extend M in the analogous fashion; y extends uniquely to the 
new M. 
Suppose that at the end of a stage y has been extended to y’. The construction 
will ensure that dom(y ‘) = rng(y’) and for all finite A L dom(y ‘) there exists 
(Y E Aut(M,) with a(A) GM, A fl IMI c fix(a) and 
cu-‘ycu fl A2 = y’ n A*. 
In the last stage we extend y to the original elements of M,\M. Earlier stages are 
of two kinds. In a Type 1 stage, for some 9 E Q(M) such that 
%(cp) G acl,(dom(y’)) and %(q~) & dom(y’), 
we extend y’ to &(rp). In a Type 2 stage, for some cp E Q(M), such that 
%(cp) G dom(y’) and U %l(rp) & don-W) 
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we extend y’ to lJ PI(q). From 2.4(i) until y’ is defined on the whole of (*) 
there will always exist q E G(M) such that either a Type 1 or Type 2 stage is 
appropriate. 
The Type 1 stages are straightforward because for each a E &(rp) there are only 
a finite number of possibilities for y’(a). 
In the first Type 2 stage y is extended from H to 1. By assumption y fixes H 
pointwise, so we let y’ = y U id1. The other Type 2 states are more delicate. In 
each stage y’ is already defined on the part of lJ &(rp) which is naturally 
identified with lJ 9(q). We have to extend y’ to those indiscernible sets in &(q) 
which are not identified with sets in 9(q). From the defining properties of nice 
pairs we know that the sets in 91(rp)\9(q) are mutually indiscernible over 
dom(y’). Also, y’ has already been determined on %1(q) itself by a Type 1 stage. 
Let J E PJcp) \ 9(q) belong to an infinite orbit of ( y’) the group of permutations 
generated by y’. Let LY be any bijection between J and y’(J). Replacing y’ by 
y’ U a gives a suitable extension of y’ to J. 
In the case where J belongs to a finite orbit of (y’) more care must be 
exercised. Let J2 be the set of all finite orbits of (y’) on 91(cp)\9(rp). Before 
attempting to extend y’ to U (9$(q)\ 9(rp)) we find 6 : Q- (w \ (0)) U {co} such 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
For any finite A s dom(y’) and m -=c o there exists (Y E Aut(M,) such that 
a(A) E M, A rl [MI E fix(a), and a-‘y~~ flA* = q’ fl A*. Further, if 0’~ Q, 
a(0) = w, and Oc A, then K’YCX has an orbit of size >m on IJ 0. While, if 
6 E 9, y(0) =p < CO, and 02 A, then a-‘ya has at least m orbits of size p on 
u 0’. 
Having found 6 we extend y’ as follows. Let 0 be an orbit of (y’) on 
$[(rp)\ 9(q). If 0 is infinite, we have already seen how to extend y’ to U 0. 
From now on suppse 6 E 4. If S(6’) = o, then choose a E Sym(lJ 0) such that cr 
induces y’ 1 6’ and all the orbits of LY are infinite. If 6(Q) =p < CD, then choose 
(Y E Sym(U 6’) such that (Y induces y’ 1 0 and all the orbits of LY have size p. 
Extend y’ to lJ 0 by replacing y’ by y’ U (Y. This concludes the discussion of 
Type 2 stages. 
The last stage in which y’ is extended to the original elements of M,\M 
presents no difficulty, because MI E acl,(lJ {%(rp) : q E G(M)}) by 2.4(ii). Thus 
for each a E MI there are at most a finite number of possible values for y’(a). This 
completes the proof of 5.7. 0 
In 5.7, JZ\wJ may have any infinite cardinality. From now on G, denotes the 
closed normal subgroup obtained from 5.7. 
5.8. Proposition. Let (I, <) be an infinite end extension of (w, <). Let y E G. 
There exists y1 E G1 such that yr =, y and, for all s, t E Z, with IsI = ItI 4 e and 
sno=tno, 
YI IA(s) = ~YI I A(t))+. 
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Proof. Begin with an end extension (I, <) of (w, <) such that 111 is very large. 
By assumption M is countable. Thus for each s s Z with Is1 6 e there at most a 
continuum of possibilites for n,,,,(y, 1 A(s))3tlSlS. By the Erdos-Rado Theorem we 
can ‘thin’ Z\w such that, for all s c Z with (sl se, ~~,~,(y~ I A(s))n,,,, depends only 
on (s( and s n co. In this way we obtain an end extension (I, <) of the required 
kind. However, such yr for one end extension can easily be transferred to any 
other. Cl 
If s, t, u c Z are finite, and It) = IuI, then t, u are congruent with respect to s, 
written Con@; t, u), if there is an order-preserving map 0:s U t +P s U u such that 
aIs=id,. 
5.9. Proposition. Let (Q, <) be the usual ordering of the rationals and y E G. 
There exists yQ E GQ such that yQ 2 y and, for all s, t z Q, with Is( = (tl s e, 
snw=t Uo, andCon(sno;s,t), wehave 
YQ I 4s) = JG(YQ I AWbst. 
Proof. We begin with the concluslion of 5.8 taking (Z\w, <) to be a dense linear 
ordering without end points. Let (Z, <) be isomorphic to (Cl!, <) via an 
isomorphism fixing w pointwise. Let (I, <) be chosen such that < and < agree on 
z\o. 
In 5.4 we showed how to find maps n,*l which play the role of the maps .n,, with 
respect to a new linear ordering < of o. The construction given in 5.4 is equally 
valid when we start with (I, <) instead of (0, <). Let s, t G Z with IsI = ItI s e. 
Recall from 5.4 that fs, g, : IsI+s are the unique <-increasing, <-increasing 
respectively, maps. We define nJ = nSasS where /I = f;‘gS, and we define 
ni,= ~~7d:(ni)-‘. Then the maps JC~~ satisfy 5.2 for <. 
Now consider s, t such that s fl o and Con(s rl o; s, t). Then s and t gives rise 
to the same permutation p, i.e., f ;‘g, = f ;‘g,. From 5.8 we have 
YI I A(s) = JG,(YI I A(t)) ~tsr = w-~(Y, I NWvC1 
= (JV~~(~P~)-~(YI I AWNw&ws)-’ = JG:,(YI INt))4,. 
Since (I, <) is isomorphic to (Q, <) via an isomorphism which fixes o pointwise, 
the conclusion of the proposition follows. 0 
Let us take stock. We have a closed subgroup G 4 Aut(M) fixing H pointwise, 
where H = w U ((w + n) \ w). We embed (0, <) into (Q, <) stretching M to MQ 
and H to H U Q. From 5.7 there is a unique Go a Aut(M,) such that 
G = Go I M. Let us call a E Aut(Mo) regular if Q G Fix(cr) and 
a I A(s) = da I 4t)ht 
for all s, t c Q, with IsI = ItI se, s n o = t rl w, and Con(s n o;s, t). From 5.9 
any y E G can be extended to regular yo E Go. 
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A regular Q E Go is said to have width i < o if there exists u E o such that 
(~1 = i and 
Q: I A(s) = G(~ I AWht 
foralls, tcQ, with IsJ=Itlse, sflu=tnu, andCon(snu;s,t). 
A possibility transfinite sequence ( Cuj :j < n ) of elements of Go is called special 
if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) Each oj is regular with width se. 
(2) If j > 0 and u c w witnesses that aj has width <e, then ~j 1 A(s) = id,,, for 
all s c Q such that s n u = 0 and Is1 c e. 
(3) For all s c Q with 1st 6 e, aj I A(s) = id,,, for all but a finite number of 
j< rl- 
If (aj : j < q ) is a special sequence, then let n (oj :j < rl) denote the element p 
of Sym(lM1) such that for all s E Q, IsI s e, 
B I A(s) = (+,,,cUi,_, ** * ajui,mjJ I A(s), 
wherej,<jz<-- * <j,,, are all the values of j < r,r such that ~j 1 A(s) # id,,,,. Since 
Go<Aut(Mo)isclosed,n(oj:j<tI)EGo. 
Proposition 5.10. Let y E G and (Q, <) be as in Proposition 5.9. Let ya E GQ 
satisfy the conclusion of 5.9. There extits a special sequnce r = ( yj : j < r]) in GQ 
such that II r = ~6’. 
Proof. By induction on i we show that for all i s e there exists a special sequence 
fin Go such that (n r),o is regular and (n T)yo ( A(s) = id,,,, for all s c_ Q with 
IsI se, and 1s rl WI c i. 
For i = 0 let y. E Sym(lMol) be defined by: 
YO IA(s) = jc,(r~? I A(t)hs 
for all s, t c Q! such that IsI = ItI s e and t fl w = 0. Since Go 4 Aut(Mo) is closed, 
y. E Go. Thus, for i = 0, r = ( yo) will do since y. has width 0. 
Suppose 0 <j s e and A is a special sequence in Go such that (n A)ya I A(s) = 
id,,) for all s E Q with Is1 < e and 1s flol <j. Suppose also that (IJ A)yo is 
regular; denote (II A)yo by cyo. 
Let uo, ui, u2, . . . be an enumeration of all u E o with IuI = j. We define 
regular PO, /3r, . . . E G, of width j such that for all i < o Q+~ = piai+I - * - Poao 
satisfies ai+l ) A(s) = id,,, for all s E Q such that either Js n 01 <j or s n o E 
{uo, * * . , ui}. Define Bi by 
Bi IA(s) = ~t,(& I A(t))% 
for all s, t G Cl! such that IsI = ItI 6 e, Con(u, n s; s, t) and t rl w = ui n s. Since 
Go 4 Aut(Mo) is closed, Bi E Go. Also, width (/Ii) = luil = j. By inspection cyi has 
the desired property. So, for i = j, we take r = A^( pi : i < w ). This completes the 
induction step. The proposition follows by taking i = e. Cl 
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We are finally ready for the main result: 
5.11. Theorem. If ME 9, then the number of closed normal subgroups of 
Aut(M) b jinite. 
Proof. We look at M embedded in MQ as above, and suppose the maps xsr have 
been chosen for all s, t G Q with IsI = ItI s e. Let P G Q be such that P n o = 
(0, 1, . . . 7 e-l}, and each of the sets (p~P:p<0}, (pEP:i<p<i+l} 
(0 s i <e - 1, i E CD), and (p E P: e - 1 <p} has cardinality e. Let N be the 
permutational structure: 
INI=lJ{A(s):acPand lslse}, 
Aut(N) = {y 1 INI : y E Aut(Mo) and y regular}. 
Observe that N is a reduct of the structure M* considered in 5.5. Therefore 
N E 9. From 5S(iii) (rk, dg)(M*) < (rk, dg)(M). Hence (rk, dg)(N) < (rk, dg)(M). 
Let G be a closed normal subgroup of Aut(M) which fixes H pointwise. Define 
GN={~IINI:a~Go, a: regular}. Notice that G H GN is one-one because given 
GN we can find all regular y E Go of width se and hence by 5.10 we can find Go. 
Since Go is closed, so is GN. By induction on (rk, dg) there are only a finite 
number of possibilities for GN. Therefore there are only a finite number of 
possibilities for G. 
Let G be a closed normal subgroup of Aut(M) not fixing H pointwise. From 
5.6 G is uniquely determined by G I A(0). It is easy to check that G (A(0) is 
normal. It is not so clear that G I A(0) is a closed subgroup of Aut(A(0)). 
However, we can see that G I A(0) is closed by using the technique of 5.7. By 
induction on (rk, dg) we finish as in the previous case. 0 
A structure M admits a finite language if there are relations RI, . . . , Rk 
(k < o) on IMI O-definable in M such that each given relation of M is first-order 
definable from RI, . . . , Rk. When M is countable and X,-categorical, M admits a 
finite language if there are O-definable RI, . . . , Rk such that 
Aut(M) = {g E Sym(lM1) :g(R,) = Ri (1 s i c k)}. 
5.12. Theorem. Zf M E 9, then M admits a finite language. 
Proof. We begin with the conclusion of 5.1 and with the notation set up 
immediately after 5.1. We will choose a sequence of relations O-definable in M 
which are sufficient to characterize Aut(M). As in the proof of 5.11 we will 
proceed by induction on (rk, dg)(M). 
As a first step we choose O-definable relations which enable us to define the 
chosen coordinatizing set H and the map a H crd({a}). Notice that we shall be 
done if we can find O-definable relations which determine the right group 
AuhdIMI I H). 
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From 5.1, Aut,(lMI 1 H) will be correctly determined by a finite set of 
O-definable relations provided those relations determine the right group 
Aut,(A(s) 1 H U A[s]) f or all s c w with IsI c e. Thus, provided Aut,(A(e) U 
A[e] I H) is correctly determined by the chosen relations, so will be 
A%dWI I H). C onsider the permutational structure N defined by INI = A(e) U 
A[e] and Aut(N) = Aut,(A(e) U A[e] I H). N E 9 and X E INI is definable in N 
iff definable in M. Therefore (rk, dg)(N) < (rk, dg)(M) by choice of coordinatiza- 
tion. By the induction hypothesis there are a finite number of O-definable 
relations on N which serve to determine Aut(N). A relation R on N is transferred 
to M as follows. Recall that, after 5.1, H was identified with o + 12. A member b 
of H is represented by (a,, aI) E M2 if {b} = crd({a,,}) rl crd({a,}). Define R’ to 
be the closure under Aut(M) of the set 
((6, C) E M : t? E R, l(G) = 2n + 2e, (uZi, azi+r) represents 
i (i < e), and (u~+~~, u~+*~+~) represents w + i (i < n)}. 
Taking the relations already chosen to define the coordinatization H of M, 
together with the relations R’ obtained by transferring the relations R which serve 
to determine Aut(N), we obtain a finite set of O-definable relations on M which 
characterize Aut(M). This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
As promised above we now describe how to modify the arguments above in 
case 19(x)1 > 1. We choose an equivalence relation E on IJ 9(x) such that each 
E-class meets each YE 9(x) in exactly one element. For a EM we define 
crd({u}) = X-crd({u})/E. Let H denote U 9(x)/E. Now we proceed as above; 
the automorphisms of M under which E is not invariant play almost no role. We 
can suppose that the number it obtained from 5.1 is chosen sufficiently large, so 
that any a! E Aut(M) fixing A(0) pointwise also fixes 9(x) pointwise. 
One of the key propositions 5.6 is still true as stated, but its proof needs 
adjustment. Suppose that G < Aut(M) does not fix H pointwise. Consider the 
group K < Sym(U 9(x)) induced by G. Let Z? be the closure of K. Notice that 
K 3 II {Sym(Y) : YE 9(x)}. 
Recall that in the proof of 5.6 we consider a, E Aut(M I A(0)) and m < CD. We 
find t;eG such that <IA(s)=alA(s) f or all s E m with IsI < e. Since A(0) G 
Fix(a), we also have .9(x) E Fix(a). The problem to be overcome is that E may 
not be invariant under (Y. Simultaneously we choose another possibility E’ for E, 
a bijection between the set H’ of E’-classes and o + 12, p E Aut(M), and M’ < W. 
Let A’(s) be the subset of M defined from s, relative to E’ and the bijection 
between H’ and w + 12, in the same way that A(s) is defined from s relative to E 
and the bijection between H and o + IZ. The choices of E’, the bijection between 
H’ and o + IZ, /3, and m’ are made so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For o <i < o + rz the E-class corresponding to i is the same as the 
E’-class. So A(0) = A’(0)). 
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(2) E’ is invariant under pa. 
(3) H’\m’ s fix(@). 
(4) crd’(A(s)), crd’(A(cy(s))) c_ m’ for all s E m with Js( s e. 
(5) @ 1 A(s) = a 1 A(s) for all s G m with IsI I e. 
Now we follow more or less the same line as before. From 5.1 there exists 
y E Aut(M 1 H’) such that y ) A’(s) = id,.,, for all s em’ with IsI se and 
rPa I A’(s) = idA+) for all sEH’\m’ with ISI<e. Let .s=yj3a. Choose 6eG 
such that d(i)=m’+i for all i<m’, and S(i)=i for all i, oSi<o+n. We 
cannot necessarily find such 6 leaving E’ invariant. But from the remark about I? 
we can find 6 E G mapping the specified E’-classes in the desired fashion. As 
before, we see that ~8-‘~-‘6 E G and that it agrees with IX on A(s) for s E m and 
IsI < e. Since G is closed u E G. Notice also that there is p E CO such that 
~8_re-~8 IA(s) is the identity for all s s H\p with IsI <e. From this and the 
closedness of G we see that K = I?. 
The rest of the proof runs in the same way as before. Cl 
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